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Abstract
Recent accounts attribute motion adaptation to a shortening of the delay filter in elementary motion detectors (EMDs). Using
computer modelling and recordings from HS neurons in the drone-fly Eristalis tenax, we present evidence that challenges this
theory. (i) Previous evidence for a change in the delay filter comes from ‘image step’ (or ‘velocity impulse’) experiments. We note
a large discrepancy between the temporal frequency tuning predicted from these experiments and the observed tuning of motion
sensitive cells. (ii) The results of image step experiments are highly sensitive to the experimental method used. (iii) An apparent
motion stimulus reveals a much shorter EMD delay than suggested by previous ‘image step’ experiments. This short delay agrees
with the observed temporal frequency sensitivity of the unadapted cell. (iv) A key prediction of a shortening delay filter is that
the temporal frequency optimum of the cell should show a large shift to higher temporal frequencies after motion adaptation. We
show little change in the temporal or spatial frequency (and hence velocity) optima following adaptation. © 1999 Published by
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The behaviour of many animals exposes them to a
wide variety of retinal image velocities, and hence de-
mands a visual motion processing system with a large
dynamic range. One mechanism proposed to extend the
operating range of motion detection is motion adapta-
tion (Maddess & Laughlin, 1985; de Ruyter van
Steveninck, 1986; Clifford & Langley, 1996a; Clifford,
Ibbotson & Langley, 1997). Changes in response proper-
ties of motion detectors upon exposure to high velocities
have been reported in species as diverse as insects,
wallabies and humans (Zaagman, Mastebroek & de
Ruyter van Steveninck, 1983; de Ruyter van Steveninck,
1986; de Ruyter van Steveninck, Zaagman & Maste-
broek, 1986; Maddess, 1986; Borst & Egelhaaf, 1987;
Maddess, Dubois & Ibbotson, 1991; Clifford et al.,
1997; Ibbotson, Clifford & Mark, 1998). In the fly,
prolonged exposure to high image velocities causes a
decrease in response magnitude of motion sensitive
neurons (Fig. 1), and an increase in sensitivity to
changes in velocity around the adapting velocity (Mad-
dess & Laughlin, 1985). We use the term ‘motion
adaptation’ to refer to these two effects. Similar results
have been observed psychophysically in humans (Clif-
ford & Langley, 1996b; Bex, Bedingham & Hammett,
1998).
Behavioural and electrophysiological data for many
animals, including primates, birds and insects are consis-
tent with a correlation-type mechanism for the detection
of image motion (Hassenstein & Reichardt, 1956; Re-
ichardt, 1961; Barlow & Levick, 1965; Buchner, 1984;
van Santen & Sperling, 1985; Wolf-Oberhollenzer &
Kirschfeld, 1994). The physiological properties of wide-
field, direction selective cells in the lobula plate (the third
optic ganglion) of the fly suggest that they take input
from an array of local correlation-based elementary
motion detectors (EMDs) (Egelhaaf, Borst & Reichardt,
1989; Hausen & Egelhaaf, 1989). In each EMD, the
luminance or contrast signal sampled at one location in
the image is correlated with that sampled after a delay
at an adjacent location (Fig. 2). The range of image
velocities coded by the EMD is determined by its spatial
and temporal filters. Increasing the spatial separation
between the inputs, or shortening the delay, tunes the
detector to higher velocities (O’Carroll, Laughlin, Bid-
well & Harris, 1997).
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Recent work has suggested that adaptation tunes
motion detectors to high image velocities by shortening
the EMD delay (Zaagman et al., 1983; de Ruyter van
Steveninck et al., 1986; Borst & Egelhaaf, 1987; Clif-
ford et al., 1997). Computer models confirm that this
mechanism could account for several effects associated
with motion adaptation observed in insects and mam-
mals (Clifford & Langley, 1996a; Clifford et al., 1997).
In this paper, we describe several lines of evidence that
challenge this model for motion adaptation in the fly
visual system.
2. Materials and methods
Intracellular recordings were made from HS cells in
female drone-flies (Eristalis tenax) collected from the
wild near Cambridge, using aluminium silicate glass
electrodes filled with 2 M Potassium Acetate (tip resis-
tance approximately 120 MV). These cells were previ-
ously described by O’Carroll et al. (1997), and show
similar morphology and physiology to HS cells in Cal-
liphora (Hausen, 1982a). The cells show graded re-
sponses (912 mV), depolarising (with superimposed
spikelets) in response to progressive horizontal motion
(Fig. 1) and hyperpolarising to regressive horizontal
motion. All cells considered here had equatorial (HSE)
or north-equatorial (designated ‘HSNE’) receptive fields
as previously described (O’Carroll et al., 1997). Al-
though we cannot be sure these cells are strictly ho-
mologous with blowfly neurons, recent work indicates
that giant lobula plate neurons across many species of
flies are involved in the visual stabilisation of flight
(Buschbeck & Strausfeld, 1997) and so it seems very
likely that HS cells in Eristalis, like those in Calliphora,
are involved in the analysis of horizontal:rotational
components of optic flow. We find Eristalis to be a
more favourable preparation than Calliphora for ob-
taining stable intracellular recordings of sufficient dura-
tion for the rigorous protocols used.
Sinusoidal gratings were generated using a Picasso
Image Synthesiser (Innisfree) and presented on a CRT
(frame rate 200 Hz, mean luminance 40 cd m2).
Further details of experimental methods are available
in O’Carroll et al. (1997).
2.1. Adapting stimulus
The adapting stimulus was a high contrast (approxi-
mately 95%) sinusoidal grating with a spatial frequency
of 0.02 c deg1 and 20 Hz temporal frequency pre-
sented for between 3 and 5 s. This high velocity, high
temporal frequency stimulus causes a profound reduc-
tion in response magnitude to a subsequent test stimu-
lus (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Responses of an HS cell before and after motion adaptation.
In each case, a sinusoidal grating (30% contrast, spatial frequency 0.1
c deg1) is presented during a test period, followed by a 4 s
presentation of a strongly adapting stimulus (sinusoidal grating, 95%
contrast, 20 Hz temporal frequency, spatial frequency 0.02 c deg1).
The test stimulus is then immediately presented a second time.
Averages of three trials. (a) Shows a control condition where the test
grating does not move (0 Hz temporal frequency). The cell shows
little response to the stationary grating. There is a clear reduction in
response magnitude during the adaptation period (‘motion adapta-
tion’). Following adaptation, the cell is hyperpolarised relative to its
resting potential for a short time. (b) Shows a 1 Hz test temporal
frequency condition which produces a powerful response prior to
adaptation and a much reduced response after adaptation. (c) Shows
a 5 Hz test temporal frequency condition. This higher velocity test
stimulus itself causes some adaptation. Again the response is much
reduced following the adapting period.
2.2. Responses before and after adaptation
To determine the cell’s temporal and spatial fre-
quency tuning before and after adaptation, moderate
contrast test gratings were presented for 1 s before and
immediately after the adapting stimulus (protocol as in
Fig. 2. A simple correlation-based elementary movement detector
(EMD). Two input arms sample the image signal (luminance or
contrast) at neighbouring points in the retina. Each signal is delayed
and then multiplied with the undelayed signal in the other arm. The
output of one half-correlator is then subtracted from the other to give
a directional output.
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Fig. 1). Responses to moderate temporal frequency test
gratings assume a constant level rapidly (see Fig. 1b).
At higher temporal frequencies (Fig. 1c), the test stimu-
lus itself induces motion adaptation, leading to a de-
crease in response level during the test period. To
compromise between avoiding onset transients but also
minimising motion adaptation caused by the test stimu-
lus, the cell’s response level to the test gratings was
determined as the mean membrane potential between
100 and 250 ms after stimulus onset.
2.3. Apparent motion experiment
Two brief (single frame) presentations of a stationary
sinusoidal grating were separated by a short inter-stim-
ulus interval (ISI). For the second presentation, the
grating was displaced 1:4 wavelength from its previous
position (further details in Fig. 4a). Responses to such
brief stimuli were relatively weak, so to get a useful
amount of data during a typical recording (lasting
between 30 min and 2 h), we need to use a high pattern
contrast (approximately 95%). HS cells typically pro-
duce a small biphasic transient in response to the first
presentation of the grating and a larger (‘facilitated’)
transient to the second (Fig. 4a). For short ISIs, the
second transient appears largely monophasic and may
partially overlap the first. For longer ISIs the second
transient response becomes biphasic again. For ISIs
above 250 ms it has the same shape as the first tran-
sient. To measure the facilitation of the second tran-
sient, the form of the unfacilitated transient was
determined from an average of 20 control runs where a
single grating was presented. This waveform was sub-
tracted away from the first and second transients in
each experimental run (averaged over 20 presentations).
Any remaining response reflects facilitation of the sec-
ond transient by the first grating presentation. The
mean membrane potential of the remaining signal dur-
ing a temporal window covering the second transient
(with a duration of 75–100 ms) was taken as a measure
of facilitation for each ISI.
2.4. Computer modelling
A computer model (created using Matlab) allowed us
to calculate the temporal frequency tuning of a wide-
field cell given by any arbitary EMD delay filter im-
pulse response r(t). The inputs to the two correlator
arms caused by a drifting sinusoidal grating were simu-
lated as two sinusoidal waveforms with the same tem-
poral frequency as the grating, but phase shifted by an
amount corresponding to a 1° spatial separation be-
tween the two input arms. The input signals were
convolved with r(t), multiplied with the unfiltered sig-
nal in the other arm and then subtracted from the
output of the other half-correlator. For sinusoidal in-
puts, the simple correlator model (Fig. 2) gives a con-
stant output over time (Egelhaaf et al., 1989), and this
output was taken as a prediction of the wide-field cell’s
response to the grating for different temporal frequen-
cies. Since the non-linearity in the correlator model is
multiplication, taking the square root of the model’s
output provides a prediction of the shape of the cells
temporal frequency contrast sensitivity.
3. Results
3.1. Pre6ious e6idence for change in delay filter
In insects, support for a change in the temporal
properties of the delay after motion adaptation comes
from ‘image step’ (or ‘velocity impulse’) experiments
(Srinivasan, 1983; Zaagman et al., 1983; de Ruyter van
Steveninck et al., 1986; Borst & Egelhaaf, 1987; Mad-
dess et al., 1991). The general protocol for these exper-
iments is illustrated in Fig. 3a. A stepwise displacement
of a previously stationary pattern causes corresponding
stepwise changes in the luminance at the two inputs to
each EMD viewing the pattern. For a theoretical EMD
of the form shown in Fig. 2, these stepwise changes will
elicit the intensity step response of the delay filter and
this will be reflected in the EMD output (de Ruyter van
Steveninck et al., 1986). Hence, the transient activity of
the wide-field cell after an image step has been inter-
preted as the intensity step response of the EMD delay
filter (Borst & Egelhaaf, 1987; Clifford & Langley,
1996a; Clifford et al., 1997; Ibbotson et al., 1998).
Fig. 3a also shows the response of an unadapted
hoverfly HS neuron to this protocol. As previously
found in blowfly neurons (de Ruyter van Steveninck et
al., 1986; Borst & Egelhaaf, 1987), the step evokes a
large transient response which decays approximately
exponentially. If, as suggested, this decay reflects the
filter step response, its exponential form suggests that
the EMD delay resembles a first-order low-pass filter
(de Ruyter van Steveninck et al., 1986). The step re-
sponse of a first-order low-pass delay filter is equivalent
to its impulse response.
Several authors have demonstrated that the image
step decay becomes much shorter when the cell is
adapted to motion (i.e. after being exposed to high
image velocities) (Zaagman et al., 1983; Maddess &
Laughlin, 1985; de Ruyter van Steveninck et al., 1986;
Borst & Egelhaaf, 1987). For the H1 neuron in the
blowfly Calliphora 6icina, the time constant of the decay
(defined as the time taken for the response to fall to
36% of its peak value) falls from around 300 ms in the
unadapted state to less than 30 ms in the adapted state
(de Ruyter van Steveninck et al., 1986). This implies
that the EMD delay becomes over ten times shorter
following motion adaptation.
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Fig. 3.
The simple non-adapting correlator model (Fig. 2)
predicts transient oscillations at the onset of grating
motion, damping to a constant steady-state response
with the same time constant as the EMD delay filter
(Egelhaaf & Borst, 1989). Eq. (1) predicts the temporal
frequency optimum measured during the steady-state
period only. An unadapted time constant of 300 ms
predicts a steady-state temporal frequency optimum of
0.5 Hz. How does this prediction compare with experi-
mental measurements? Unfortunately, determining the
true steady-state temporal frequency tuning in an un-
adapted cell poses a problem. Motion adaptation itself
causes a reduction in response magnitude over time (see
Fig. 1). If we wait until the cell reaches a true steady-
state before recording a response, our measure of tem-
poral frequency tuning will be confounded by motion
adaptation induced by the test stimulus itself. Many
authors have measured the transient or steady-state
responses of fly wide-field cells and find temporal fre-
quency optima in the range of 2–20 Hz (Zaagman,
Mastebroek & Kuiper, 1978; Mastebroek, Zaagman &
Lenting, 1980; Hausen, 1982b; Maddess & Laughlin,
1985). However, studies that have explicitly taken care
to avoid the effects of transients and also minimise the
effects of motion adaptation (Hausen, 1982b; O’Car-
roll, Bidwell, Laughlin & Warrant, 1996; Harris &
O’Carroll, 1997; O’Carroll et al., 1997), find optima in
blowfly of 4–10 Hz, and similar optima in other large
flies. This suggests a large (10-fold) discrepancy be-
tween the observed temporal frequency tuning and that
predicted from image step responses.
Fig. 3. Responses of HS cells in image step experiments. (a) Descrip-
tion of image step protocol. After adapting to a blank screen of mean
luminance for 10 s, the animal is presented with a stationary sinu-
soidal grating (40% contrast, spatial frequency 0.1 c deg1) for a
short time (the ‘pre-step duration’—here 500 ms), that then jumps
1:4 cycle in the preferred direction and remains stationary again. The
response evoked by such impulsive movements decays approximately
exponentially, and has been interpreted as the step response of the
EMD delay filter (de Ruyter van Steveninck et al., 1986; Borst &
Egelhaaf, 1987). Average of five trials. (b) Image step response for
20, 40 and 95% pattern contrast (pre-step duration 500 ms). The time
course of response increases greatly with increasing contrast. Aver-
ages of 20 trials. (c) Image step response for 100, 200 and 1000 ms
pre-step durations (40% pattern contrast). The duration of presenta-
tion of the grating before the impulse also increases the time course
of response. Averages of 20 trials. (d) Image step responses before
and after motion adaptation. A rapidly moving grating is presented
for 4 s (95% contrast, 20 Hz temporal frequency, spatial frequency
0.05 c deg1). It is then replaced with a stationary test grating (40%
contrast, spatial frequency 0.1 c deg1) for 200 ms before the test
step is made. The image step response after adaptation (dotted line) is
clearly riding on the hyperpolarising potential that follows the adap-
tation period (dashed line). Averages of five trials.
Are these time constants consistent with other ob-
served response properties of fly lobula plate neurons?
For a periodic pattern, the EMD delay produces a
characteristic tuning to temporal frequency (the rate at
which stripes pass a fixed point in space) (Buchner,
1984). For a first-order low-pass delay filter with time
constant t, the temporal frequency ( ft) that elicits the
maximum response from a theoretical EMD (Fig. 2) is
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3.2. Effect of contrast and presentation duration on
image step response
The large discrepancy between the predicted and
observed temporal frequency optima, suggests that the
cell’s response to the image step protocol does not give
the step response of the EMD delay filter. Furthermore,
Maddess (1986) has demonstrated that the time con-
stant of the image step response in blowfly H1 neurons
increases dramatically both with increasing contrast of
the pattern and with the presentation duration of the
stationary pattern before the step is made (the ‘pre-step
duration’). Hence, inferences made about the temporal
properties of the delay filter using this method are very
sensitive to the precise protocol used.
We investigated the extent to which image step re-
sponses in hoverfly HS cells vary with recent stimulus
history. Fig. 3 (b and c) show image step responses
measured without prior motion stimulation (i.e. after
adapting to a blank screen of mean luminance). Fig. 3b
shows that increasing the contrast of a pattern pre-
sented for a constant 500 ms pre-step period dramati-
cally increases the time course of the response decay,
Least-squares fits of decaying exponentials to the re-
sponses give time constants of 37, 344 and 1680 ms for
contrasts of approximately 20, 40 and 95% respectively.
Increasing the duration of the pre-step period also
increases the time course of decay (Fig. 3c)—we ob-
serve time constants of 103, 270 and 680 ms for
100, 200 and 1000 ms pre-step periods respectively (pat-
tern contrast 40%). These hoverfly results agree with
data for H1 in Lucilia cuprina (Maddess, 1986) and
clearly demonstrate that the time course is very sensi-
tive to changes in contrast and presentation duration.
We note that, although the decay time constant always
increases with pattern contrast and pre-step period, the
range of time constants we measure can vary quite
dramatically (approximately three-fold) between HS
neurons recorded in different individuals.
Fig. 3d shows the image step response before and
after motion adaptation. Also shown (dashed line) is
the membrane potential following adaptation, where no
image step is presented. A hyperpolarising after-poten-
tial follows motion adaptation and gradually decays
over a period of approximately 2 s (also evident in Fig.
1a), similar to the motion after-effect previously de-
scribed for blowfly H1 neurons and also observed psy-
chophysically in humans (Srinivasan & Dvorak, 1979).
Because the post-adaptation image step is presented
just 200 ms after the end of the adaptation period, the
image step response ‘rides’ on this decaying after-poten-
tial. The step response time course is thus confounded
with that of the motion after-effect. This confusion may
be more pronounced for a spiking neuron like H1,
where the motion after effect could depress the genera-
tor potential below the threshold for action potentials.
Previous studies have, nevertheless, used protocols sim-
ilar to those presented here to characterise adapted time
constants in blowfly H1 neurons (de Ruyter van
Steveninck et al., 1986; Borst & Egelhaaf, 1987). Inter-
estingly, although it is not reasonable to fit an exponen-
tial to the biphasic post-adaption step response in the
HS cell (Fig. 3d, dotted line), qualitative comparison
with the unadapted step response (solid line) suggests
only subtle changes in time course. This contrasts with
the large (10-fold) changes noted previously in H1 (de
Ruyter van Steveninck et al., 1986; Borst & Egelhaaf,
1987).
3.3. Alternati6e protocol to assess temporal properties
of delay filter
The effects of experimental parameters and stimulus
history on the image step response (Fig. 3 (b, c and d)
and see also Maddess, 1986) suggest that the image step
method does not reflect the temporal properties of the
EMD delay filter alone. We have therefore developed
an alternative protocol for measuring the temporal
characteristics of the EMD delay, similar to that used
by Franchescini, Riehle and Le Nestour (1989) and
Schuling, Mastebroek, Bult and Lenting (1989). These
authors sequentially stimulated nearby photoreceptors
with two brief flashes of light, eliciting a direction
selective response from a wide-field cell. The magnitude
of a wide-field cell’s response to the second flash reflects
the strength of the non-linear interaction between two
inputs to the motion pathway. By varying the delay
between flashes, one can determine the strength of this
interaction as a function of time (Franchescini et al.,
1989). Interpreted in terms of the simple correlation
model shown in Fig. 2, and assuming that the input
flashes are effectively impulsive, this function is equiva-
lent to the impulse response of the delay filter.
In our protocol, two brief (single frame) presenta-
tions of a stationary sinusoidal grating are separated by
a short inter-stimulus interval (ISI). When presented for
the second time, the grating is displaced a short dis-
tance (90° of phase) with respect to the first. The
neuron responds with a transient depolarisation if the
second presentation is displaced in the preferred direc-
tion (Fig. 4a), or hyperpolarisation if displaced in the
opposite direction (not shown). The magnitude of the
transient facilitation varies with ISI (Fig. 4a) and is
presumed to reflect facilitation by the spatiotemporal
correlation between the patterns in the EMDs.
Fig. 4b shows the magnitude of facilitation as a
function of ISI. Interpreted in terms of the model
shown in Fig. 2, and again assuming that the two
presentations of the grating are effectively impulsive,
this function will be equivalent to the impulse response
of the delay filter. Because our stimulus involves only
brief exposure to the patterns (less than 5 ms) following
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Fig. 4.
Fig. 4b also shows an exponential function (dashed
line) with a time constant of 300 ms, representing a
typical impulse response of the unadapted EMD delay
filter estimated from previous image step experiments
(de Ruyter van Steveninck et al., 1986; Borst & Egel-
haaf, 1987). The results of our method suggest that the
unadapted EMD impulse response is much shorter than
suggested by these image step experiments.
Is our measure of the impulse response consistent
with the responses of the wide field cells to other
stimuli, such as continuous motion of a sinusoidal
grating? We have addressed this question using com-
puter models to predict the temporal frequency sensitiv-
ity of an EMD (Fig. 4c). We used two models, differing
only in the EMD delay filter. The first (‘long delay
model’) used a decaying exponential function with a
time constant of 300 ms, the second (‘short delay
model’) used the model fit described above (Eq. (2)).
The filter impulse responses used were therefore those
illustrated in Fig. 4b.
As predicted by Eq. (1), the long delay model shows
a response maximum (tfopt) at a temporal frequency of
around 0.5 Hz. The short delay model has a much
higher optimum of approximately 3 Hz. Fig. 4c also
shows the contrast sensitivity at different temporal fre-
quencies determined experimentally for HS cells.
The experimental data shows somewhat broader tun-
ing than the predictions of either model. There are
several potential explanations. Relatively subtle changes
in the measured impulse response can lead to large
Fig. 4. Measurement of EMD delay filter impulse response using an
apparent motion method. (a) Example responses to the apparent
motion experiment. The cell is adapted to a blank screen of mean
luminance. A stationary sinusoidal grating (95% contrast, 0.1 c
deg1) is then presented for one frame (5 ms), the screen blanked to
mean luminance for a short inter-stimulus interval (ISI), and the
stationary grating re-presented for 5 ms displaced (here in the pre-
ferred direction) 1:4 wavelength from its original position. Both
presentations of the grating evoke a transient response from the cell.
The second transient shows clear facilitation that is dependent on the
ISI. Averages of 20 runs. (b) Facilitation of second transient as a
function of ISI. Graph shows data pooled from experiments carried
out in preferred and null directions (20 runs per cell per ISI),
normalised to a maximum of one. This data is well described by Eq.
(2) with shape parameters b0.53 and c38.9 (short delay model).
Also shown are the results predicted if the unadapted EMD delay is
assumed to be a first-order low-pass filter with a time constant of 300
ms (long delay model). (c) Observed and predicted temporal frequency
tuning of HS cells to sinusoidal gratings (spatial frequency 0.1 c
deg1). Graph shows observed sensitivity data measured using the
contrast ramp technique (O’Carroll et al., 1997). Measuring sensitiv-
ity drives the cell to a low constant response level, minimising the
possibility of the test stimulus itself causing motion adaptation, and
thus provides a good measure of the cell’s unadapted temporal
frequency tuning. Data pooled from experiments carried out in
preferred and null directions. Also shown is the predicted temporal
frequency tuning of an array of EMDs using the short delay and long
delay impulse responses shown in (b).
adaptation to a blank screen, the motion pathway is
presumed to be ‘unadapted’ with respect to image
motion and so the filter is characterised in an un-
adapted state.
This impulse response data can be well fitted by a
function of the form:
atb e t:c (2)
where t is time in ms. The least-squares fit of this
function to the data (Fig. 4b) has shape parameters
b0.53, c38.9. These results are in broad agreement
with the time-dependent facilitation previously mea-
sured in H1 using impulsive stimuli (Franchescini et al.,
1989; Schuling et al., 1989; Egelhaaf & Borst, 1992).
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changes in the shape of the predicted tuning curve.
Hence, some of the discrepancy may be attributed to
noise in our data and the simplicity of the function we
use to describe the impulse response. Also, the model
(Fig. 2) is evidently a highly simplified representation of
the motion pathway and does not consider the potential
effects of saturation and other non-linearities in early
vision. Similarly, our measurement of the EMD im-
pulse response (Fig. 4b) may be subject to saturation
effects, which may also distort the predicted tuning
curve.
However, in terms of the overall position on the
temporal frequency axis, our ‘short delay’ model is in
close agreement with the experimental data. This again
suggests that the unadapted EMD delay is much
shorter than implied by image step experiments.
3.4. Does the spatio-temporal optimum of the
wide-field cell shift with motion adaptation?
Previous studies, using image step experiments, sug-
gest that the time constant of the delay filter becomes
around ten times shorter after strong motion adapta-
tion (de Ruyter van Steveninck et al., 1986; Borst &
Egelhaaf, 1987). From Eq. (1), we would predict that
temporal frequency tuning should show a correspond-
ing 10-fold shift towards higher frequencies following
adaptation. We tested this prediction directly by mea-
suring the temporal tuning of HS cells before and after
powerful motion adaptation (Fig. 5a).
Fig. 1b shows the raw response of an HS cell to a test
grating of moderate contrast before and after adapta-
tion for several seconds with a high contrast, high
temporal frequency grating. It is clear that this adapt-
ing stimulus produces profound suppression of the
response following adaptation. Indeed, this adaptation
is so pronounced that test contrasts below 10% fail to
elicit significant responses even at optimum spatial and
temporal frequency, while the unadapted contrast
threshold (determined for Fig. 4c) is close to 2% (not
shown). For Fig. 5a, we have therefore used a moderate
contrast (30%) test stimulus to measure temporal fre-
quency tuning before and after adaptation. Note that
the unadapted tuning curve is very broad and reaches
membrane potentials close to the maximum that we
could elicit from HS cells (10–12 mV). Following adap-
tation, responses reached a maximum of 1.5 mV above
the resting potential, although we note that the post-
adaptation responses again ride on a hyperpolarising
‘motion after-effect’ as noted earlier (Fig. 3d).
The post-adaptation tuning is clearly narrower than
the unadapted tuning. Given the large magnitude of
unadapted responses, this difference may result in part
from saturation. This difference in shape aside, there is
little evidence for a large shift in the optimum temporal
frequency. The adapted temporal frequency tuning
Fig. 5. Temporal and Spatial frequency tuning of HS cells before and
after motion adaptation. (a) Temporal frequency tuning. Graph
shows the mean and standard errors of response (n5 trials from
five cells) to sinusoidal gratings (contrast 30–40%, spatial frequency
0.1 c deg1) before and after presentation of an adapting stimulus
(protocol as in Fig. 1). The mean membrane potential between 100
and 250 ms into the test period was taken as a measure of response
level. Each data set contained between 10–30 data points which were
linearly interpolated onto the 15 displayed data points. (b) Spatial
frequency tuning. Graph shows the mean and standard error of
responses (n5 trials from two cells) to the test grating (for each trial
a constant temporal frequency between 3 and 10 Hz was used) before
and after presentation of the adapting stimulus (protocol as in Fig.
1).
(Fig. 5a, open symbols) peaks at around 7 Hz, in close
agreement with previous measurements at lower con-
trasts (10%) of unadapted HS neurons in Eristalis fe-
males (O’Carroll et al., 1997). Temporal frequency
tuning before and after adaptation thus provides little
evidence for any change in temporal properties of the
EMD delay filter.
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Fig. 5b shows a similar experiment examining spatial
frequency tuning for two cells before and after adapta-
tion with the same protocol. Again, the adapted re-
sponse is strongly suppressed and rides on a
hyperpolarising motion after-effect, with little evidence
for any significant change in the spatial frequency
optimum which is close to 0.1 c deg1 before and after
adaptation. Taken together, the spatial and temporal
tuning suggest that motion adaptation does not signifi-
cantly alter the velocity optimum of HS cells.
4. Discussion
4.1. Adapti6e delay filters in motion detection
Results of image step studies led to the suggestion
that motion adaptation involves a shortening of the
EMD delay filter (Zaagman et al., 1983; de Ruyter van
Steveninck et al., 1986; Borst & Egelhaaf, 1987; Clif-
ford & Langley, 1996a; Clifford et al., 1997; Ibbotson et
al., 1998). This would act to tune motion sensitive cells
to high velocities when they experience high velocities.
A computer model (the ‘Adaptive Reichardt Model’)
confirms that such a mechanism can account for several
effects associated with motion adaptation observed in
insects and mammals (Clifford & Langley, 1996a; Clif-
ford et al., 1997).
We present four separate lines of evidence that chal-
lenge this hypothesis:
(1) We note a major (10-fold) discrepancy between
the unadapted temporal frequency tuning and that
predicted on the basis of image step responses (Fig. 4c).
(2) We show that image step experiments are highly
sensitive to the parameters of contrast and presentation
duration (Fig. 3b and c). Interpretation of the results
may also be affected by the presence of an after-poten-
tial following stimulation by moving patterns (Fig. 3d).
We conclude that the image step method is unsuitable
for characterising the EMD delay.
(3) Our alternative method for characterising the
unadapted delay indicates that it is much shorter than
suggested by previous image step experiments. Imple-
mented in a computer model of an EMD, this shorter
delay accounts well for the observed temporal fre-
quency sensitivity of wide-field cells (Fig. 4b and c).
(4) Direct measurements of the unadapted and
adapted temporal frequency tuning show little evidence
for a change in the temporal properties of the delay
filter (Fig. 5a).
Contrary to the ‘Adaptive Reichardt Model’ (Clif-
ford & Langley, 1996a; Clifford et al., 1997), our
evidence therefore suggests that both before and after
motion adaptation, motion detectors have a short delay
filter. The general form of this delay filter’s impulse
response (Fig. 4b), measured in the unadapted state, is
similar to that found by previous authors (Franchescini
et al., 1989; Schuling et al., 1989; Egelhaaf & Borst,
1992). Other physiological and behavioural studies also
provide evidence for a short delay filter (Borst &
Bahde, 1986; Egelhaaf & Reichardt, 1987; Guo & Re-
ichardt, 1987), although these studies effectively charac-
terise the filter in an adapted state.
Recently, Ibbotson et al. (1998) directly tested the
Adaptive Reichardt Model by recording from neurons
in the wallaby visual system. They also found little
change in the position of the temporal frequency opti-
mum before and after motion adaptation, despite show-
ing changes in image step responses similar to those in
fly neurons. They suggest two alternative explanations
for the discrepancy between the image step response
and temporal frequency tuning. The first proposes that
a large change in the EMD delay filter may cause only
a small change in the observed temporal frequency
optimum if there is a fixed temporal low-pass filter after
the EMDs. The second proposal suggests that the
EMD delay filter is fixed (and so not an Adaptive
Reichardt Detector) and that changes in image step
responses reflect adaptation of a temporal low-pass
filter after the EMDs.
Could either of these hypotheses explain the dis-
crepancy between temporal frequency tuning and image
step responses? In response to the first proposal, we
note that the steady-state output of a wide-field cell to
a sinusoidal grating is determined by the DC compo-
nent of each EMD output (see Egelhaaf et al., 1989).
Low-pass filtering of the EMD outputs should there-
fore have no effect on the observed steady-state tempo-
ral frequency tuning. Ibbotson et al. (1998) took care to
exclude response transients from their measures of tem-
poral frequency tuning (as indeed we have in the fly)
and so the tuning they describe presumably reflects the
steady state. It is therefore not clear how post-correla-
tor low-pass filtering could account for the lack of shift
in temporal frequency optimum observed in either wal-
laby or fly. Furthermore, a low-pass filter acting after
correlation would also be expected to affect the re-
sponses of the cell to oscillating patterns. Experiments
on blowfly HS cells using random velocity modulation
(Warzecha, Kretzberg & Egelhaaf, 1998) show re-
sponses with high cut-off frequencies (in excess of 20
Hz oscillation frequency), giving no evidence for heavy
low-pass filtering after motion correlation. This sug-
gests that the upper part of the temporal frequency
sensitivity curve (rolling off above 5 Hz, Fig. 4c) is
shaped by the EMD delay filter, and not by a low-pass
filter acting after motion correlation.
The second proposal (Ibbotson et al., 1998) suggests
that the image step response primarily reflects the tem-
poral properties of an adapting filter located after the
EMDs. Shortening of the image step response would
thus reflect shortening of this filter. However, if this
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were the case, any visually evoked response transients
observed in an unadapted wide-field neuron would also
be expected to reflect this low pass filter. For the fly, the
very brief transient responses we observed in unadapted
HS cells (Fig. 3b and 4a), argue strongly against any
substantial low-pass filtering of correlator outputs.
We conclude that, at least in the fly, changes in image
step responses following motion adaptation are unlikely
to reflect changing temporal properties of either the
EMD delay or post-correlator filters.
4.2. Image step responses
Our results, and those of previous authors (Zaagman
et al., 1983; de Ruyter van Steveninck et al., 1986;
Maddess, 1986; Borst & Egelhaaf, 1987), demonstrate
that the decay time course of the image step response
varies widely with stimulus history. Since our data
suggests that these changes do not correspond to
changes in the time constant of the EMD delay, what
does the decay of the image step response reflect?
Maddess (1986) has interpreted changes in the image
step response in terms of a ‘retinotopic neural afterim-
age’ formed in early vision by a stationary pattern.
Evidence for an afterimage comes from the finding that
if a stationary grating is presented for a short time and
then set into constant velocity motion, the membrane
potential of motion-sensitive wide-field cells exhibit os-
cillations lasting for up to two seconds (Maddess,
1986). Increasing the contrast of the stationary pattern
or the duration that it is presented for, increases the
magnitude of these oscillations. Maddess (1986) pro-
posed that an afterimage of the stationary pattern
formed in the visual system interferes with the moving
grating to produce the oscillations. Stimuli that would
be expected to induce an afterimage (i.e. high pattern
contrast or long pre-step duration) are also associated
with a long image step response decay (see Fig. 3b and
c) (Maddess, 1986). However, Maddess did not suggest
how the presence of an afterimage could cause length-
ening of the image step transient.
Using computer modelling, Egelhaaf and Borst
(1989) argued against the existence of an afterimage by
demonstrating that transient oscillations to the onset of
motion of gratings are an inherent prediction of the
correlation model (Fig. 2). However, in their model the
time constant of the decay of oscillations is directly
equivalent to the time constant of the EMD delay filter.
To produce clear oscillations lasting over two seconds
(as reported by Maddess, 1986, in response to move-
ment of a previously stationary grating) would require
an unadapted EMD delay with a time constant of
several hundred milliseconds. This is clearly inconsis-
tent with our evidence for a short EMD delay. Further-
more, our data in Fig. 1 shows that a steady state
response level is reached rapidly if a moving grating is
presented immediately after a previously blank screen,
with no evidence of long lasting response oscillations.
This suggests that the transient oscillations reported by
Maddess (1986) may be associated with the previously
stationary pattern. Should the afterimage hypothesis be
reconsidered?
As yet there is little evidence for a neural substrate
for an afterimage mechanism and it is not clear why the
presence of an afterimage should cause lengthening of
the image step response. Despite these difficulties how-
ever, we note that a neural afterimage may also be able
to account for the changes in image step response
following motion adaptation reported by previous au-
thors (de Ruyter van Steveninck et al., 1986; Borst &
Egelhaaf, 1987). These two studies demonstrated the
effects of motion adaptation on the step response by
stimulating the cell with slowly or rapidly moving pat-
terns, stopping the pattern for 200 ms, and then pre-
senting an image step. Because the step response
became much shorter following high velocity adapta-
tion, these authors concluded that high velocities al-
tered the delay time constant. However, if we assume
that a very slowly moving pattern forms an afterimage
(just as Maddess suggests a stationary pattern does),
the image step response following prolonged presenta-
tion of a low velocity pattern would be expected to
have a long time constant. High velocity motion, how-
ever, would not be expected to form an afterimage and
so would result in a shorter image step response. Inter-
estingly, the time constants measured by de Ruyter van
Steveninck et al. (1986) following high velocity motion
are of the order of 30 ms, which predicts a temporal
frequency optimum of around 5 Hz (Eq. (1)). This is
consistent with both the unadapted and adapted tempo-
ral frequency tuning that we describe for HS neurons
(Fig. 5a), previous data for unadapted HS and H1 cells
(Zaagman et al., 1978; Mastebroek et al., 1980; Hausen,
1982b; Maddess & Laughlin, 1985; O’Carroll et al.,
1996) and our direct measurement of a short impulse
response using the apparent motion stimulus (Fig. 4b).
This suggests that, in the absence of afterimage effects,
the image step response may indeed reflect the time
constant of the EMD delay filter.
The ‘neural afterimage’ hypothesis may therefore
provide a way to reconcile the long-term oscillations
observed by Maddess (1986) with evidence for a short
EMD delay filter. It may also account for the effects of
contrast, presentation duration and velocity on the
image step response. However, there is currently little
evidence for a neural substrate for this ‘afterimage’, and
so these conclusions must remain tentative. The exis-
tence of an afterimage is a testable hypothesis but
further investigation is beyond the scope of the work
we present here. Maddess (1986) concluded that the
afterimage was contrast-based and lay at, or after tonic
units coupled by lateral inhibition. However, we note
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that his results do not fully exclude the possibility that
the afterimage is a consequence of photoreceptor adap-
tation. We are currently exploring whether adaptation
in early vision could have afterimage-like properties
using intracellular recordings from photoreceptors and
second-order cells in the fly.
4.3. Motion adaptation and 6elocity tuning
The Adaptive Reichardt Model suggests that motion
adaptation increases the velocity optimum of the mo-
tion pathway by changing the temporal frequency tun-
ing of the EMDs (Clifford & Langley, 1996a; Clifford
et al., 1997). Our results do not support this model: The
temporal properties of the EMD delay do not change
following motion adaptation and hence there is no
increase in the temporal frequency optimum of the
wide-field cell. An alternative mechanism for increasing
the velocity optimum of the motion pathway would be
to decrease the spatial frequency optimum of the corre-
lators. However, our data (Fig. 5b) also indicates that
there is not a large change in spatial properties of the
EMDs following adaptation. This leads us to the sur-
prising conclusion that the velocity optimum of the
motion pathway does not show a large shift following
motion adaptation. Previous work suggests that, even
in an unadapted state, insect motion detectors may
have a sufficiently broad spatiotemporal sensitivity to
detect the entire range of velocities the animal will
typically encounter (O’Carroll et al., 1997). Hence per-
haps there is no need to shift the velocity tuning of
motion detectors. If so, what is the role of motion
adaptation?
Previous measures of contrast-response curves in HS
cells (Egelhaaf & Borst, 1989; O’Carroll et al., 1997)
indicate that the unadapted motion pathway saturates
at low contrasts—at or below those typically found in
natural scenes (Laughlin, 1981, 1983). Under natural
conditions then, the unadapted motion pathway may
readily saturate and be unable to code changes in image
velocity across much of its response range (Maddess &
Laughlin, 1985). Our data (Fig. 5a and b) suggests that
the most significant changes after adaptation are a
compression in the output range of the response (‘gain
reduction’) and the presence of a steady-state antago-
nistic component (evidenced by the hyperpolarising
‘motion after-effect’). Both of these effects act to reduce
the magnitude of response, potentially releasing the
motion pathway from saturation and so improving its
ability to signal changes in velocity. This is suggested
by the data in Fig. 5a—the peak of the unadapted
temporal frequency tuning curve is clearly flatter than
the adapted curve. Hence, the basic findings of motion
adaptation—a decrease in response magnitude and an
increase in the magnitude of response modulation to
changes in velocity (Maddess & Laughlin, 1985)—
could be accounted for without proposing a change in
the inherent velocity tuning of the motion pathway.
Further experimental work is required to determine
where in the motion pathway this saturation is occur-
ring and how severely it affects the ability of the motion
pathway to code changes in image velocity. Further
work is also required to explore the mechanisms under-
lying the gain reduction and antagonistic response
component.
Although our data (Fig. 5a and b) rule out a large
shift in the position of the temporal and spatial fre-
quency optimum, they do not preclude the existence of
more subtle changes in the shape of the tuning curves
following adaptation. We cannot exclude the possibility
that adaptation may also improve coding of changes in
image velocity through small changes to the spatiotem-
poral tuning of the motion pathway. This could be
achieved through a number of mechanisms, such as
slight changes in the temporal properties of the EMD
delay filter or changes in the relative weighting of the
two EMD subunits following adaptation. A further
possibility, suggested by our studies of the bee-fly Bom-
bylius (O’Carroll et al., 1997), is that adaptation may
also involve changes in the relative gains of two or
more parallel EMD classes, with different temporal
properties (O’Carroll & Laughlin, in preparation).
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